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The traditional Budget statement falls into two gartsT Th^J^tis a
retrospect of the past year, comparing yield^ op^venue with estimated
yield, ancf actual with estimated expenditure Jljhe sgcgnd part deals
with (1) the estimated expenditure of the new year, which is already
known to members and the public through the publication by March
of the new year's estimates, and (2) the Chancellor's proposals for
meeting it out of taxation on the existing basis, together with his
intentions as to the imposition of new or the renussipn of existing
taxation. These matters are closely guardeff secre^j^^_&e]|^^j:
js opeped, in"or3er1Ehaf steps may not be taken to forestall them,
*•£• by, dumping of goods or speculation on the Stock Exchange. In
recent years as a result of the increased interest in and importance
to the Government of economic affairs there has been published
contemporaneously with the opening of the Budget by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer a White Paper containing an analysis of the national
income of the past year. From this practice, which may well be
extended to include other information, such as a statement of capital
expenditure, there has resulted a change in the character of the
Chancellor's statement in the direction of making it as much a
statement of financial policy as a mere review of the actual finance
of the period.
Immediately after the annual Budget statement resolutions agree- Budget f
ing to the Chancellor's proposals are passed by the Committee of Resolutions.
Ways and Means. These cover the rates of income-tax and sur-tax
and new customs and excise duties. Other taxes, such as death
duties, which endure until varied or abolished by a Finance Act, do
not require the Budget resolutions. The taxing resolutions of the
Committee of Ways and Means are finally embodied in the annual
Finance Act, just as the resolutions of the Committee of Supply are
embodied in the annual Appropriation Act. The effect of any
changes made by the Finance Act may be made retrospective to the
date of the Budget or any selected date. (It was for long the practice
to begin at once to collect taxes under the authority of resolutions of
the~Committee of Ways and Means. This practice was challenged
mBoyles v, TbeBj^kofEn^d,[l9l3] 1 Ch. 57; K. &L., at p. 162,
in which Mr. Gjbson'fto^les^sued the Bank of England for a declara-
tion that it was not entitled to deduct any sum by way of income-tax
from dividends, until such tax was imposed by Act of Parliament.
The decision given in favour of the plaintiff illustrates the funda-
mental principle maintained in Stockdale v. Hansard1 that no resolu-
tion of the House of Commons can alter the law of the land. In
1913, however, there was passed the Provisional Collection of Taxes
Act, which gives statutory force for a limited period to a resolution
of the Committee of Ways and Means varying an existing tax 01
1 p. 122, post.

